
Fuels Creativity. 
Enhances Collaboration.
ThinkBook.
BUILT FOR BUSINESS. DESIGNED FOR YOU.

Stunning Visuals. 
Powerful Sound.
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*Optional on ThinkBook 13s

A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF 
AUDIO-VISUAL EXPERIENCE

TRUE-TO-LIFE VISUALS. 
IMMERSIVE AUDIO.

Infinity Screen  
ThinkBook devices have a screen-to-body ratio  
close to 80%—more screen and almost no bezel

Dolby® Vision™ 
Advanced Dolby® Vision™ dramatically improves  
the quality of images with deep tones and rich colors,  
vastly improving the visual experience

Dolby® Audio™ and HARMAN speakers 
The HARMAN speakers with Dolby® Audio™ deliver  
a high fidelity, realistic sound stage, and come  
with a multitude of personalization options

Elevate your viewing experience with Dolby® Vision™* that brings 
spectacular color depth, contrast, and brightness to the screen. 
The enhanced sound quality of Dolby® Audio™ and the powerful 
dual HARMAN speakers take entertainment to the next level. With 
the reliable performance of the latest generation Intel® processors 
and Windows 10 Pro operating system, you can create, edit, 
and view high-quality content with ease. 

WHERE WORK MEETS 
ENTERTAINMENT

Be it at work or at home, ThinkBook with Dolby® Vision™,  
Dolby® Audio™, and dual HARMAN speakers is your perfect 
companion. Enjoy an astounding cinematic experience whether 
you’re collaborating with colleagues, presenting to a client, 
binge-watching, or listening to your favorite playlist. Plus, graphic 
designers and video editors can benefit from vivid visuals and 
superior audio quality to bring ideas to life while working on 
intensive tasks like multimedia content creation.


